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Players create a character who joins a party in the Lands Between, a fantasy setting full of dangers. As the game progresses, you are pitted against enemies as you master your character’s skills and determine the best strategy to defeat your foes. Upon achieving victories over a variety of enemies, your character will grow stronger and new skills will be unlocked, allowing
you to participate in battle with even more options than before. With a rich world that is open to exploration and a cooperative system that offers multiple possibilities, the ELDEN RING GAME is an action RPG that will keep you playing for hours. This game is rated T for Teen by the ESRB. ■ Features ■Become an Elden Lord and a Hero to Change the World with Magic, Sword
and Axe Take charge of the Noble (with noble powers that are enhanced when the party forms a party) and save the world With your Noble’s ability to unleash a variety of magic abilities and increase your sword skills, you can fight alongside the other party members and clear the worlds scattered with strong monsters and hidden treasures Be the best sword as you become
a true hero to destroy the monstrous enemy with a powerful blow In addition to creating a party of up to four people, you can also control one of three unique characters, each with their own sets of skills and abilities ■Necessary Skills To become a true hero, you need to learn a variety of skills to put down the monsters that attack you ■Designed for the Console The console
version features full compatibility with console software Enhance your experience with the additional features that are available in the console version ■ Contents ■"Map of the World" DLC -Character Creation -Additional Skill & Ability Points -Additional Party & Dialogue -An Early Bird Special -Additional Time Trial -World Map -Quick Event & Dungeon -Story Missions &
Gauntlet ■Additional Outline of the Story -The Forbidden Material Disaster: A small village that is in the path of a giant fiery creature. -The Dragon’s Heir: At a small mountain village you can find a girl who has three dragon heads with her. -The Forgotten Kingdom: At a village on a mountaintop you can find a tower with an enigmatic message carved into it’s stone walls. -The
Dawn of Rebirth: At a village in the foothills of the E

Elden Ring Features Key:
SOLID ORCHESTRATED STORY that delves into characters such as Sinbad, Master Yun, and the Elden King
Over 100 main and sub-quests!
In-depth collectible and conversation skills
Modes for hardcore players or those wanting to relax with less stress
Fun cooperative multiplayer mechanics
Multilingual! Various languages including Japanese, English, and Chinese are supported.
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